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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 2, 1958

To:

All Members of the Faculty

Frc~ :

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be held
on Tuesday, December 9th, in Mitchell Hall 101, at
4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Recommendation regarding the awarding of posthumous
degrees -- Professor Baker for the Policy Committee.

2.

Statement concerning senior final examinations
Professor Baker for the Policy Committee.

3. Proposed revision of functions and duties of the
University Research Committee -- Professor Baker
for the Policy Committee. (Statement attached. )

4.

Proposa1 for a minor in Dramatic Art for students in
the College of Arts and Sciences -- Dean Wynn.
(Statement attached.)

5. Proposal for a major in Western European Studies
(this proposal to be contingent upon favorable
action by the Curricula Committee) -- Dean Wynn
for the College of Arts and Sciences. (Statement
attached.)

6. Proposal for a major

in Recreation in the Division
of Health, Physical Education and Recreation -Dean Travelstead for the College of Education.

~

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
December *9, 1958
(Summarized Minutes)
The December 9, 1958, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order
by President Popejoy at 4:07 p.m., with a quorum presMt.
Professor Baker, chairman of the Policy Committee, recommended on behalf of
the Committee that all future cases for the awarding of posthumous degree s
be judged on their own merits by the department and college involved. Approved.
The Policy Committee had been asked earlier to consider the matter of senior
final examinations. Professor Baker, for the committee, recommended that the
policy remain as before -- that the question of whether or not final examinati ons
shall be given to seniors is to be left to the discretion of the individual
instructor. This recommendation was approved.
Professor Baker, for the Policy Committee, presented a proposed revi sion of
functions and duties of the University Research Committee. With three amendments, the statement, which had previously been sent to the faculty, was
approved. The first amendment deleted the last clause of the first paragraph:
"four of these nine shall be selected from faculty members who have had
experience in contract research." The second and third amendments provided
for changes in the last clause of the third paragraph. Instead of reading
11 which shall be submitted for review to the Policy Committee of the University
and thence to the administration," the clause was revised to read, "which shall
be submitted for review to the Faculty."
Dean Wynn, on behalf of the College of Arts and Sciences, proposed the
establishment of a minor in Dramatic Art for students in the College of Arts
and Sciences. This proposal, which had been approved earlier by the College's
Advisory Committee and by the Faculty Curricula Committee, was approved by
the Faculty.
Dean Wynn also proposed the establishment of a combined major and minor in
Western European Studies, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts in the
College of Arts and Sciences. The program, approved earlier by the Curricula
Committee, received the approval of the Faculty.
Dean Travelstead, for the College of Education, proposed the establishment of
a new major in Recreation in the Division of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation. The new major program, which "18.S approved at the December 8th
meeting of the Curricula Committee, "18.S approved by the Faculty.
P:esident Popejoy made announcements regarding (1) a policy involving more
liberal financial arrangements during sabbatical leave, effective 1)59-60,
and (2) a forthcoming official survey by the North Central Association.
The President explained that examiners will be visiting all institutions in
the N. C. A. with the purpose of reviewing the present norms of accreditat ion.
The meeting adjourned at 5:25 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

(

UNIVERSITY OF NE v MEXICO
FAQJLTY MEETING
December 9, 1958
The December 9, 1958, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by President Popejoy at 4:07 p.m . with a
quorum present .
PRESIDENT POPEJOY The first three items on the agenda
represent reports from the Policy Committee . Professor Baker,
would you like to present these items in order?
PROFESSOR BAKER The first item is a recommendation regarding the awarding of posthumous degrees. Last year at the Faculty
meeting of May 27, I think it was, there was a recommendation
Posthumous
for the awarding of such a degree by Professor Castonguay. The
degrees
minutes of the Faculty meeting state that the recommendation was
approved, although it was recommended that the Policy Committee
set up a policy for future cases . The Policy Committee has considered that situation and, after discussing the many possible
situations that might result , the Policy Committee on October 8,
1958, simply decided to offer to this Faculty a recommendation that
~ach case be judged by its own merits by the department and college
involved .
In the second case, that of senior final examinations, it
Final
seems that some doubt has existed as to whether or not final
examinations
examinations should be given to seniors and again in this case for seniors
the Policy Committee has talked it over and decided to offer
merely a recommendation that senior final examinations be left
up to the individual instructor . So I guess that leaves you just
right where you were . But actually the Committee felt that perhaps it was not a good idea to try to set a policy . In so doing
we felt it was interfering some with the individual instructor's
conduct of his own class and that that class should be left in
his hands and his hands , only . Consequently this recommendation •
. The third item is on the proposed revision of functions and
duties of the University Research Committee . Attached to the
agenda you have a copy of the proposed functions and duties of
the University Research Committee .
POPEJOY Professor Baker, might I indicate that a motion
should be presented on the first item and on the second item so
that we can discuss them separately .
t

BAKER Yes, sir, that is all right. I move the adoption of
he recommendation as presented regarding the awarding of posthumous degrees .
MB~BER

Second the motion .
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POPEJOY All in favor of the motion indicdte by saying
"aye." Opposed? The motion is carried.
BAKER Now. I move the second resolution concerning senior
final examinations also be adopted .
POPEJOY All in favor say 11 aye. 11 Opposed? The motion is
carried. That leaves us with the policy somewhat dS it is now .
BAKER The third proposal in connection with the revision
of the functions and duties of the Research Committee you have
Functions
had in your hands for a few days and I presume you have had a
of the
chance to go over it. On behalf of the Policy Committee I move University
the adoption of the functions and duties of the University e- Research
search Committee as presented to you on the sheet attached to Committee
the agenda.
POPEJOY

Is there a second?

PROFESSOR HILL

J

Second the motion'.

:.)

POPEJOY
...,
-..i

Professor Newman •

PROFESSOR NEWMAN The University Research Committee met
yesterday and one of the statements was discussed. It is the
statement at the end of paragraph one: "four of these nine shall
be selected from faculty members who have had experience in contract research."
I should mention that I am speaking for the Research Committee now. The discussion as it was carried on involved a number
of different attitudes. One of these was that perhaps the number. four out of nine. was too large. There was also a general
feeling that perhaps the distinction between contract research
and other kinds of research should not be pointed out in this
proposal. So what happened in our meeting yesterday was that
after a discussion of this statement was had. a motion was made
and passed to make the following change. and I was asked to do
this before the Faculty. that the statement starting "four of
these nine" at the end of the paragraph be changed and this
statement be substituted. namely; "the members of this committee shall be selected from faculty who have had experience in
research." So I would like to make that motion as an amendment
to this original motion.
PROFESSOR HAAS
POPEJOY
NEWMAN

Second the motion.

Would you mind reading the amendment again. please.
The amendment is to strike out that last clause

"f our of these nine shall be selected from faculty members who

have had experience in contract research" and to substitute.
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"the members of the committee shall be selected from faculty
who have had experience in research . "
11

POPEJOY The essence of the amendment is to leave the word
contract II out?
HAAS

Yes . and to leave out the number .

POPEJOY

To leave out the number and the "contract . "

PROFESSOR RIEBSaAER I would like to suggest that we
eliminate that last clause entirely . All this amendment seems
to do is to point up the possibility that some faculty member
has not done any research .
PROFESSOR BAKER The reason for the clause is . I think .
that it is mainly a result of discussion with groups outside
the Policy Committee. Some of them wanted five or six members and others wanted more . and there weren ' t enough to go
around and the figure four was agreed upon and the word 1tontract11 was retained to distinguish somewhat between the two
types of research . Don ' t ask me to define them . We couldn ' t
find anybody on the Policy Committee who could define them .
They are just some ideas . and actually the statement results
in an attempt to satisfy everyone concerned . I don ' t believe
the Policy Committee would . as individuals . mind if it were
dropped .
POPEJOY

Professor Moore .

PRJFESSOR \OORE I would like to speak against the amendment . I believe that it is important in a committee which has
duties in connection with contract research that people who
have had experience in this area and know the trials and tribulations of dealing with people who hand out the money should be
on this committee in sufficient numbers so that the various kinds
of contract research may be well represented . There are differen~ problems . for example . such as in dealing with the National
Science Foundation and the different military agencies , and
there are different problems in dealing with industrial sponsors and private foundations ; and it is my feeling that in
order to properly represent these problems . we should have fac~lty members qualified in these problems . This committee . which
is an advisory committee to the Policy Committee as set up .
should provide advice which is based on knowledge . and I would
prefer to have the word 11 recent" in there as well as "contract
research 11 so that this committee would be made up of members
~ho do have this knowledge and can provide advice based on
nowledge rather than on hearsay .
I do agree with Dr . Riebsomer that it would not be appro priate just to state people who have done research . Presumably
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every faculty member or almost every faculty member has at
least a master ' s degree in which he has done a thesis or some
research . I think we should specify in some fashion recent
research as evidenced by publications within the last two
years or holding a research contract within the last two years,
or somethin..9. like that . I think it is easier to handle it
this way thJ"n in the way suggested by the amendment .
II

..,

PRJFESSOR ROBERT DUNCAN I believe since the recommendation provides for the members of the committee to be selected
from the physical sciences , life sciences , social sciences ,
engineering, and so on , .hat the contract research people are
likely to be represent
all right on the committee without
specifying that the additional members need to be contract
people .
HAAS I would agree with Dr . oore if the four members
chosen from contract research were to be selected from the
physical sciences, the life sciences , and engineering, if
they were guaranteed to come from there . I think it might
make it rather difficult in any case with a non-contract research man elected from these areas - -well , you would have a
heck of a time finding him any place else .
DEAN WYNN Mr . President , I am afraid my remarks are out
of order because I don ' t know which motion I am speaking to .
POPEJOY The motion before the house is an amendment by
Professor Newman .
WYNN Then you will be at liberty to rule me out of order,
Mr . President , if I am not talking to the right motion . I rise
to question the value of combining different functions in one
committee . We have had a University Research Committee for
many years and this function was to deal with departments interested in research whether they got paid for it or not . I
feel very strongly that putting the contract research and the
old functions of the University Research Committee into this
one committee does not get us anywhere . If the departments
t~at are obviously involved in contract research want a committee to set policy for that , let us have one committee for
that purpose and keep the old University Research Committee
for those few of us remaining who still like to go and ask for
t~o or three hundred dollars here and there or for an occasional
file cabinet or a little secretarial help ; and then we can let
~hese people in contract research who are interested in talking
in terms of twenty- five thousand dollars have their own committee . I am interested in the people who talk ab out one or two
hundred dollars .
POPEJOY
NEWMAN

You are slightly out of order ,

I believe .

I think in order to straighten out the formal
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aspects of the motion and the amendment I would convey the
feelings of the committee to recommend this statement be left
out entirely. It was pointed up in the committee discussion.
incidently. and the same observation was made that Dr. Moore
has made that anybody with a higher degree has done research.
so that the statement is so watered down that it doesn't say
anything . I think the implication of striking out the statement as it stood would be to give the Policy Committee more
freedom in deciding whom to choose for the Research Committee.
So , if I may, and I hope1 if I am wrong on this,some of the
members of the Research Committee who don ' t feel as I do will
speak up and object to this- - but I would like to change my
amendment to simply strike out that last phrase beginning
with 11 four of these nine-- . 11
POPEJOY
HAAS

Ye s , sir .

POPEJOY
HAAS

Professor Haas,did you second that motion?

Do you approve of this revision in the amendment?

Yes, sir.

R:>PEJOY Now there is a motion before the house that we
strike the last clause beginning with 11 four .o f these nine--. 11
PROFESSOR HILL \r . President . just to show that there
is no collusion in the Anthropology Department. I would like
to speak in favor of Professor Moore ' s-POPEJOY
HILL

May I interrupt you?

Yes. sir.

POPEJOY Vie would like to finish up the motion first .
We do not have a second . Is there a second?
PROFESSOR VERNON

I will second the motion .

POPEJOY The motion has been made and seconded .
sor Hill wishes to discuss the motion •

Profes-

. HILL iy general feeling was that this was an ~ttempt to
bring contract research into the general research picture of
the University and there should be something like equal representation on this new committee if it is to operate success~ully , with the feeling in the Policy Committee that it shouldn ' t
e overloaded from that point of view; and for that reason four
members were suggested which would give . presumably . the pure
research department an equal . if not a better chance . There
a~e real problems in contract research that we are not faced
with in ordinary research . I think it would really be necessary
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to have a good representation from this area if one research
committee were to handle the whole situation .
MOORE I just wanted to add this one comment . I think it
had to do with Professor Haas's comment or someone who spoke
before him, in which it was said only three areas would be represented by the contract research . I feel the only area that I
can see listed that might not have contract research representation would be the one called humanities. Certainly the physical sciences, life sciences, social sciences, engineering. and
education all have contract research now.
PROFESSOR riC MURRAY I am confused by the terms which have
been used here as pure research and ordinary research .
R)PEJOY Are there any other observations? Are t here any
further questions or discussions anyone wants to add? The amendment then as restated is to delete the last clause in paragraph
one of the proposed functions and duties of the University Research Committee . Are you ready to vote .
MB,lBER

Question .

POPEJOY There has been a call for the question . All in
favor indicate by saying 11 aye . 11 Opposed? The "ayes" have it .
We are now ready to vote on the original motion unless
there are additional amendments to be offered .
PROFESSOR REEVE I should like to ask Mr . Baker what is
meant by the title 11 Policy Committee of the University . 11 Does
that mean the Policy Committee of the Faculty?
BAKER

Yes , sir .

REEVE I move the word "Faculty" be substituted for the
word "University , 11 then, in the third paragraph .
MEMBER

r. r . Chairman. we didn ' t hear the motion back here .

REEVE In the third paragraph I move the word
substituted for the word "University . "
I EMBER
Please .

We haven • t a copy of it here .

11

Faculty 11 be

iould you read it,

REEVE "which shall be submitted for review to the Policy
~ommit~ee of the University and thenc~ to the . administration ~"
her e is no such committee as the Policy Committee of the University . It is a committee of the Faculty and I believe, theref?re . that the word "Faculty" should be substituted for "university." University is a broader term which means the whole thing.
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POPEJOY

Is there a second to the motion?

RI EB.SO -~ER

I second the motion .

POPEJOY Are you ready to vote on this amendment? Do you
want to discuss it? All in favor of the amendment indicate by
saying 11 aye. 11 Opposed? The motion is carried .
REEVE Next, in the same statement where we substituted the
word 11 Faculty 11 for the word 11 University, 11 it also reads "and
thence to the administration!' from the standpoint of procedure,
I would like to have Professor Baker explain why that was proposed.
BAKER Simply because it is the customary procedure on the
part of the Policy Committee to attempt to gain concurrence from
the administration as well as from the Faculty , and it was requested that some statement be made there to indicate that . The
Policy Committee then added the final four or five words 11 and
thence to the administration , " rather than leave it stand with
a period after the word "University" which now should be the
word "Faculty." That would read as though the administration
were completely ignored .
REEVE v/hen the Faculty drew up the constitution this committee was supposed to be the advisory committee to the General
Faculty and draw up recommendations for our consideration . If
such a thing as that is approved we are promoting a tendency
~or our own Policy Committee to become responsible to the administration . Now , if the administration wants a reflection of
the Faculty ' s feeling on a given problem like this, it seems to
me that our own committee should bring their recommendations to
us for approval or for disapproval . It is a matter of proper
routine in discharging the responsibilities of the Faculty in
the joint responsibility for management of the University affairs .
The administration , that is , the President , has his own advisory
committee and if he wants advice from the Policy Committee of the
~aculty on a serious matter , I don ' t think our Policy Committee
is impowered to offer advice without our prior consent .
R)PEJOY Are you speaking , Professor Reeve , to the provision which would refer this matter to the Policy Committee first
and then to the administration?
REEVE I would suggest that the recommendations of the Research Committee , if they are to be submitted to the Faculty
for approval or criticism) should be brought directly to the
Faculty by the Research Committee . Now , the Faculty then could
refer it to our own Policy Committee for advice . But from the
standpoint of proper discharge of constitutional authority for
responsibility we are getting confused here in this matter of
routine .
'
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P0PEJOY The reason I wanted to see whether it would be
possible to separate the issues or not · · could be traced to
the fact that it was the central administration that made the
suggestion in regard to tne last part of this sentence and I
would be remiss if I didn't say this. On the other hand I will
say that in addition the constitution of the Faculty itself has
a clause in it which says in effect that any major policy passed by the Faculty of the University is subject to review and
approval by the Regents which would mean that this last phrdse
is truly not necessary; but as I understand your proposal or
your question, you are not only questioning that particular
phrase but also the one which would refer these recommendations
on policy to the Policy Committee.
REEVE ·. iell, getting at it in this way, Mr . Chairman, the
University Research Committee is a faculty committee . Now,
our standing committees are all policy-making committees within their respective fields to the extent that the University
Research Committee formulates the policy that it is responsible
for to the Faculty and, therefore, any influence that the administration will have on the policies recommended by the University Research Committee should be in consultation with that
committee prior to submitting their recommendations to this
Faculty . Then, of course, after the Faculty has, we will say
for the sake of discussion, considered a given policy, it
would still have the power to refer it back to the committee
?r to the Policy Committee . But I am interested in seeing to
it that under our constitutional setup we develop proper procedures for transacting business.
POPEJOY I will read the last sentence in the paragraph
of the constitution which has to do with the responsibilities
of the University Faculty, after it enunciates the different
resI?onsibili ties . It provides this: 11 Provided, how~ver, that
actions taken by the University Faculty shall be subJect to
the authority of the Regents in matters involving finance ,
Personnel, and general University policy . "
. In view of this statement may I say that I would have no
ObJection whatever to the deletion of the part of the recommendation which would seem to bring this to the administration,
even though I made the suggestion in the first place, because
there is plenty of protection in that regard in the other
clause here in the constitution . The main reason that I suggested it before when I saw the recommendationJ was that in a
sense it had to to with finance and budget) and any policy that
has _to do with finance and budget , it seems to me , should be
subJect to the review of the Regents . But since this is in
~he constitution , I have no object to deleting ~t . On !he other
and , the question about whether or not the Policy Committee
s~ould review policy recommendations made by the Research Committee ,A this is something else , and that is why I think they

7
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should be separated .
~B1BER ,r . Chairman . would the Professor please put a
motion on the floor so that we can criticize this .
POPEJOY There is a motion on the floor . I don ' t believe
we have a motion for an amendment unless Professor eeve wants
to make one now .
REEVE In the last sentence of the third paragraph I move
that the phrase "Policy Committee of the University" be eliminated and the word "Faculty" be substituted .
PROFESSOR CLARK Mr . President . I think there is some
misunderstanding here largely as a result of the use of the
word "review. " I am in sympathy with what Professor eeve h s
said . I think he is correct in believing that the function of
this Research Committee can be approved or disapproved by the
General Faculty . That is one point of what he is saying . The
word 11 review 11 there is probably unfortunate . The other point
is . as you have said already . all of these decisions of the
Faculty are subject to review by the Board of Regents . It
appears to me that that sentence should be corrected to read
that their recommendation be submitted to the University Faculty . I think that is the sense of what Professor Reeve is
talking about and not to the Policy Committee , and there doesn ' t
need to be any statement about a review . He is talking about
something which I think is entirely correct . The recommendations of these committees should be brought before the Faculty
of this University first and in the ordinary course of proce dure they will come before the President afterwards and he may
review them and approve or disapprove them and so may the Regents at any time .
POPEJOY The Chair doesn ' t care to debate this , but merely
to make clear what has happened in the past . In the past a
~umber of faculty committees have made policy without bringing
it to the Faculty . In instances where it is thought that tnese
are serious enough in nature a determination is made that these
matters shall be brought to the General Faculty ; but committee
after committee of the General Faculty will meet and make in
m~ny instances minor policy and never bring it to the University Faculty .
vhether this is right or not . it is nevertheless
tr~e .
o if you do think we should put a sentence in here
which would require all policy matters to come before the General Faculty, then to be consistent all policy matters made by
other committees , it would seem to me , would come into view .
REEVE In the statement outlining the responsibilities of
~~r . standing committees they are given con~iderable r~sponsit1l1ty for making decisions without referring the matter to
he General Faculty , so I am not particularly concerned about
what you ha ve just said in that respect . Now, however , on
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this University Research Committee, according to this document,
they will formulate the policy. Do we want them to submit the
recommendation to us for criticism or not?
e can autnorize
them to make all the policy they want to their heart's content
and don't have to worry about it, but if the committee is going to report anywhere, it should report to this Faculty. I
agree with Professor Clark that that last wording there "thence
to the administration 11 is not necessary. I am willing to strike
that out and simply have the word 11 Faculty" substituted for "the
Policy Committee of the University, 11 unless we don't want to
concern ourselves on the policies of the Research Committee.
PROFESSOR HUBER This question has come up in this Faculty
several times before. I did not know it was going to arise again
today or I would have brought with me a copy of the constitution
and bylaws . To the best of my recollection, there is a statement in the bylaws under functions of committees and responsibilities of committees that affects this question. That is,
the Policy Committee of the Faculty is supposed to overlook
or try to tie in the various policies of the individual standing committees, and if this is not done they cannot function
and you have got nothing but piecemeal policy throughout the
University.
Vhenever a committee does something more than to
actually set up procedures or administer existing policies but
makes policy itself, then these recommendations ought definitely
to go to your University Faculty Policy Committee for review to
determine whether or not it does impact upon other University
policies .
In the past we have had a large number of recommendations
coming from standing committees that were actually new policy
matters that would hit this floor and there would be hours of
debate and the result of the debate was, 11 Let us send it to
the Policy Committee to see what it does to other University
policies . " Then it comes back here . This is the thing we
wrestled with a considerable number of times when I had the
Privilege of serving on the Policy Committee. This is the
reason we asked the Faculty to make the Tidal· ave Committee
~ subcommittee of the Policy Committee because they were coming directly to the Faculty with policies that impacted upon
other existing policies . Consequently, I think it would be a
great error not to have matters of research go to the Policy
Committee as it is here stated .
WYNN

Ir . President , is there a motion before the house?

POPEJOY Yes , there was a motion made .
recall whether there was a second or not .
MEMBER

Frankly I don ' t

I second the motion .

fDPEJOY There is an amendment before the house .
sor Reeve , will you state the amendment .

Profes-
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REEVE In the third paragraph of the statement about the
proposed functions and duties of the University Research Committee I move the word "Faculty 11 be substituted for the words
"Policy Committee of the University, 11 and that the following
statement be striken out: "and thence to the administr tion."
POPEJOY There seems to be some confusion.
mind stating it again Professor Reeve?
REEVE

ould you

Do you all have a copy of this?

FOPEJOY For those who do not have copies the paragraph
involved reads as follows: 11 In the field of contract research,
the committee shall be concerned with matters of general policy
directly or indirectly affecting the faculty and the University
as a whole . It shall not concern itself with the administrative problems of contract research, which are the responsibility
of the Director of Research and/or the individuals or departments immediately involved therein . Conclusions reached by the
committee in these or other policy matters shall take the form
of recommendations which shall be submitted for review to the
Policy Committee of the University and thence to the dministration . "
MC MURRAY Could I have that sentence read in the way he
proposes to change it?
POPEJOY 'vill you, Professor Reeve, read the entire sentence with your amendment in it?
YNN This is a little confused, Mr . President, because
of the fact that we have already passed one amendment in that
same sentence .
FOPEJOY But the second amendment does not abrogate the
Other amendment as I understand it .
REEVE "Conclusions reached by the committee in these or
ot~er policy matters shall take the form of recommendations
which shall be submitted for review to the Faculty . 11
v1EMBER I have a question for Professor Reeve . ' ihy. do
you want the Faculty to review these rather than the Policy
Comm~ttee? Why should the Faculty review the work of this
particular committee?
.
REEVE We have a number of standing committees that report
directly to the Faculty and some of our reports come through
the Policy Committee . This proposed committee in the statement
here outlines this responsibility mainly that they shall be
concerned with matters of general policy directly or indirectly
affecting the Faculty and tne University as a whole, and so
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forth. Now the question is who shall pass judgment on their
recommendations. Is that up to our Policy Committee? I don't
think so.
MEMBER

Why not?

REEVE Because the Policy Committee recommendations are
subject to our approval. Our Policy Committee isn•t supposed
to go ahead and legislate in our behalf. The Policy Committee
is supposed to recommend policies to this Faculty for its review.
,.

POPEJOY It seems to me we might again express an opinion
from the Chair that there are two constitutional problems involved here and if you deem it necessary I will be glad to produce these problems by reading the pertinent sections of the
constitution. The immediate question involved is whether or
not the Policy Committee should concern itself with policy as
recommended by another group. The duties outlined in the constitution concerning the Policy Committee, and I will not read
all of them, but will read one provision therein as follows:
11 to consider matters
of educational policy in general whenever
su~h matters are not appropriate to any special committee."
This is the provision in the constitution describing the duties
of the Policy Committee.
The other constitutional question has to do with the duties
of the Faculty as a whole. The provision there is that--well,
you almost have to read all of the provisions to get it. One
has to do with the formulation of institutional aims; 2, creation of new colleges, schools, and departments and divisions;
3, _m?jor curricular changes and other matters which in the
opinion of the President of the University or his delegate
a~fect the institution as a whole; 4, requirements for admis~ion and graduation and for honors and scholastic performance
i~ general; 5, approval of candidates for degrees; 6, regulation~ affecting student life and activities; 7,_policies of
~ppointment, dismissal, and promotion in academic rank and,
• general faculty welfare .
The one point I would like to make here again is that a
~umber of faculty committees now make policy and they in many
instances do not bring these matters to the Faculty. I am
not.opposed to this suggestion that would seem to force all
iolicy_matters to be brought to this Faculty. ~f you want
0 do it that way, that is all right.
I am saying that most
of !he time in the past when faculty committees have made
pol7cy of a major nature then the policy is brought here for
a final decision. The Entrance and Credits Committee for
:xample, may have minor changes in admission requirements
brom time to time which they do not bring before the Faculty
t~t whenever major requirements are made they are brought to
e Faculty . I could go on and on with other committees in
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that regard. If the Faculty wants all of these matters to come
before it, then that is what this is.
REEVE

May I say something, Mr . Chairman?

POPEJOY

Yes.

REEVE It is so understood that some of our standing committees make decisions in regard to policy. They don't send
it to the Policy Committee for its approval.
POPEJOY

No.

REEVE They make them on their own. Now , if this committee is going to send its recommendations any place, it shouldn't
send them to the Policy Committee, but it should bring them to
the Faculty. If the Faculty doesn't want to be bothered, then
they can make the policy and that ends it. But there should
be no policy formulated without the approval of this Faculty.
POPEJOY In a way this provision is in the sense of the
constitution which describes the Policy Committee .
REEVE That is true, but the Policy Committee brought in
this recommendation which I am willing to accept with that
amendment .
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER Mr . President. there is one item in
the constitution I believe it is Article I, Section 6(f) ,
which states that the duties and the responsibilities of every
committee as defined by the Policy Committee shall be incorporated in the bylaws of the University Faculty after the
approval by a majority of the Voting Faculty. As one of the
authors of this document, as I recall , we did not then comtemp~ate the procedure of sending policy matters to the.Policy
Committee before having them come to the Faculty. I think
that Professor Reeve is quite right . It was the practice
of separate standing committees to bring their reports to
the Faculty directly and have the Faculty. as he has just
~u~gested , discriminate between things which were worth
ringing here and which weren ' t. I believe this is a good
practice, and I should like to second Professor Reeve's
amendment .
now.

POPEJOY

I think we have two seconds to his amendment

CLARK Iv.ay I say one more word on this point? This has
come up before in a different disguise. The question is
really one of legislative functions and legislative powers.
5 I have said before
if we keep on delegating all of the
authority to the Poli~y Committee, the Policy Committee is
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then virtually the legislature of this Faculty and these committees are committees of that legislature. This I disdgree
with very strongly. The point Professor Reeve has raised involves that very thing. If these committees which have been
sent by the Faculty to look into something report to a select
group of the Faculty then they have not reported to the wnole
Faculty .
any times committees may bring matters before this
whole Faculty which the Faculty heartily approves or disapproves and it never has to be referred to the Policy Committee at all. If there is any need for further study, then the
Policy Committee could study it further , and that is what the
Policy Committee was established for in the first place.
FOPEJOY Any other discussion? Are we ready for the
amendment? All in favor of the amendment indicate by saying
11 aye . 11
Opposed? All in favor raise your right hand. The
motion is carried.
Are there any additional amendments?
M

BER

Question.

FOPEJOY Are you ready for the original motion as amended?
All in favor of the original motion as amended indicate by saying 11 aye . 11 Opposed? The motion is carried.

Minor in
Drama.tic
Art
The next item on the agenda is the proposal from the Colfor
College
lege of Arts and Sciences for a minor in Dramatic Art . Dean
of Arts and
Vynn .
Sciences

YNN Mr . Chairman, the material dated November 26, 1958,
contains the motion I wish to present . The motion is that
there be added a minor in Dramatic Art for students in the
College of rts and Sciences , this minor to require a minimum
of 22 hours including Dramatic Art 15 , 16, 89 , 95 , English
141 or 142; 3 hours to be chosen from Dramatic Art 29, 90 , or
96 ; 6 additional hours numbered above 50 .
This proposal has been approved by the Advisory Committee
of t~e College of Arts and Sciences and by the all- University
Committee on curricula .
MC MURRAY
POPEJOY
foEMBER

I second the motion .

Any discussion?

Are you ready to vote?

Question .

FDPEJOY All in favor of the motion indicate by saying
Opposed? The motion is carried .

11

aye."

The next proposal is from the College of Arts and Sciences
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having to do with a major in iestern European Studies .
ynn.

Dean

1

WYNN Mr. Chairman, I move that the Faculty adopt the pro- Major in
posal for a major in Western European Studies as described in
Western
the material circulated when this meeting was announced, but
European
with the change indicated in the dittoed sheet handed to you
Studies
today as you came into the meeting. In other words, my motion
is for the adoption of the material on the fourth page of today's agenda headed "Proposed New Curriculum in estern uropean Studies, 11 and I wish that to be changed to "Proposed ew
Major in 'Ve stern European Studies. 11 I also wish to present the
motion with the following change in the first sentence, "The
proposed course of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Arts in the College of Arts and ~ciences with combined major
and minor in Western European Studies is designed to provide
basic training in fundamental subjects and a choice of supplementary courses to meet individual needs and preferences ."
As the dittoed sheet states, the purpose of these changes
is to assure that this program will be considered as a new major for the Bachelor of Arts Degree and not as a new degree .
The reason for this is that a new degree now requires approval
in Santa Fe. The degree of Bachelor of Arts with combined major and minor in inter-American affairs is not a special degree
but simply a combined major and minor for the Bachelor of Arts,
and this change puts the two degrees in exactly the same category . Both are simply Bachelor of Arts degrees, and the new one
provides for a combined major and minor in estern European
studies.
MEMBERS
t~ink
m~nd ,
vides
State

Second the motion.

POPEJOY There is a tie for the second of the motion . I
we ought to keep the record straight; and if you don ' t
Dean Wynn , we will have the record show that the law prothat graduate degrees shall receive the approval of the
Board of Educational Finance .
IYNN

Anyway, ~r. President, this is the way we want it.

POPEJOY We went over this law at lunch today and it is
or graduate degrees and not for bachelor•s degrees . Are you
ready to vote on the motion?
f

MBv'iBER

Question.

POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying "aye. 11
The motion is carried .

Opposed?

~e have another matter which has been suggested for the
agenda by the Curricula CommitteeJand Dean Travelstead of the

5
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College of Education will present the proposal.
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD Just a word of explanation. first. concerning not listing this on the agenda for today. For as much i!~~a~on
as two years the people in the College of Education concerned in Division
with heal th and physical education have been concerned with a
f H alth
O
program in recreation. This program passed our Faculty some
e
'
weeks ago and was acted on by the Curricula Committee yesterday
afternoon about four-thirty or six o ' clock. or some such time.
We thought it would be presumptuous to list this on any agenda
before it went through the proper legal steps . The Curricula
Committee itself suggested that we put it on the agenda, and
today when you came in you were handed a sheet which summarizes
the proposal handed to the Curricula Committee and which was
passed upon yesterday afternoon .

R!~r!~t:!

•

II

Now. we would like, if it is appropriate. to have t his
Faculty consider it today even though it was not listed on the
agenda and passed out to you in advance. for the reasons I have
just given.
If this is not done at this time it presents a matter of
a.year ' s delay. and we think it is very important. I would
like first . Mr. President. to see if the Faculty thinks it is
appropriate to take this matter up today .
v

'

POPEJOY The question I would have is why would it cause
a year I s delay?
TRAVELSTEAD The material for the catalogue was due yesterday . and I don•t know whether it is possible to delay this
fo~ another month or not . Mr . AacGregor might speak at this
point . Ne had hoped that the program might be put into effect
n~xt September. If that is to be done. we think it should be
listed in the current catalogue that is now being prepared.
If w~ think it is not wise . it could be postponed for later
consideration of the Faculty .
POPEJOY Mr . 1 acGregor . do you care to speak to the
question as to whether or not the catalogue could be postponed?
.
REEVE
first?

Nr . President. may I rise to a point of order.

POPEJOY

Yes. sir. Professor Reeve.

.

REEVE I should like to point out. 1 r . Chairman. that ~his
~~ quit~ all right under the legislative program of new business .
c e Chairman is supposmto call for new business after we have
ompleted the agenda .
FOPEJOY

I think the proponent has not questioned the lega-
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lity of the procedure, but it is a matter of whether or not he
is exercising due wisdom.
MR. MAC GREGJR In regard to publication in the catalogue,
since it has already been approved by the Curricula Committee,
if it is passed at this meeting by the Faculty, I don ' t think
you would have any difficulty getting it in.
TRAVELSTEAD
MAC GREGJR

If it is passed at this meeting?
Yes.

POPEJOY Would you mind the question the other way? lould
you have any great difficulty if it were postponed until January?
MAC GREGOR
POPEJOY

Any insurmountable difficulty?

MAC GREGOR
POPEJOY

Yes.

Let us say they would be costly difficulties.

Do you want to have it considered on that basis?

TRAVELSTEAD I would like to have it considered on that
basis . This was started almost two years ago. Our Faculty in
the College ·of Education considered it very carefully and de b~ted it and changed it and came back to another meeting and
finally passed it as it is now; and, because we have tried to
do our part on this, I would like to ask the Faculty's indulgence to consider it at this time.
I would like before I make a formal motion, to ask Dr.
~eidler to make a~ explanatory statement concerning how this
ls a major in the degree framework which has already been approved •
. PROFESSOR SEIDLER Since /orld. ar II,work.for the profession of Recreation Director has been unaergoing tremendous
expansion. We have had a great deal more leisure time and
more money in this country and we have communities all over
the United States springing up with community recrea~ion programs . In the State of New ~exico we have a recreation cigar!tte tax which approaches three-qu~rters of~ ~ill~o~ dollars
Year , money which must be spent in the munic1palit1es--

Wh·

FDPEJOY

Just a moment, Dr. Seidler .

SEIDLER

y es .

Aay I interrupt you?

FDPEJOY It seems to me you may be speaking to a motion
lch does not exist .

?
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TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Chairman, I move this Faculty adopt the
proposed new~
as outlined in the dittoed sheet-' handed out
as we came in,entitled"Proposed New Aajor In Recreation In The
Division Of Heal th, Physical Education, And Recreation . 11
0

,,.

PROFESSOR BURLEY

Second the motion .

------- --------·- -----____._l- -----------·-------

·--------,.·---- ---

--------- ...

...

-

SEIDLErl As I was saying, we are spending three-quarters
of a million dolldrs in this State per year, money which must
be spent for recreational purposes. This year there were two
hundred men graduated and three thousand positions opened up
in the profession. They are soliciting most of the schools in
the United States asking us if we can take steps towards offering this
or •
\ e have thirty students on the campus right
no~ who have requested instruction of this type. I think at
this point I would like to answer any questions, if I may , Mr.
Chairman.
POPEJOY

Are tnere any questions?

FREEDMAN Are the thirty students Freshmen, Sophomores,
Juniors, or Seniors?
SEIDLER I ost of them are Freshmen and Sophomores .
is one Junior that I know of.

There

FREED\1AN So that if the whole motion would have to wait
for anot_h er year only one student would be inconvenienced?
SEIDL~
One student that I know of . I might point out in
connection with this that this is a very broad type of program.
The field of recreation is about as broad as any we have . We
have put in this curriculum 26 hours of electives which would
al~ow a student majoring in this program to go into areas in
whi~h he or she had a special interest. It enc?mpasses ~ports,
~Usie , dramatics, drt, and several others. It is ~s~enti~l
that the trained recreation leader be at least familiar with
hese various areas.
CLAR~ r r. President, I would like to ~sk thr:e 9uestions
; Dr. Sei?ler . The first question, Dr. Seidl~r, is i! the purp se of this degree to get a job for a person in the field of
r~creation? You don't have to answer that until I get through
~~{h t~e others . The second question is don't w~ al:eady have
t· 5 kind of a program in substance without calling it recreat~fn? And the third question is w~at is the ?ifference between
5 <legree and the degree in physical education?
0

SEIDLE

I am not quite sure of your first question .

Vhat
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is the purpose of this degree?
CLARK Yes, does the degree lead to a job under the he ding of recreation?
SEIDLER
CLARK
this job?

Yes.

Can •t a person with a physical education degree get

SEIDLER Up to now a great many people with physical education degrees have gotten these jobs and in many cases they
have done quite poorly. This position needs more training than
is contained in a physical education degree . Tne student in
physical education is primarily trained as a teacher in the
scnools . The recreational director will not be a school person at all . He will work for a community recreation progr m
and the position may involve music, hobbies, art, and so forth.
The activities he supervises encompass a much broader rea than
th~ activities of a physical education graduate . In addition,
this person has a position in many communities comparable to
but not like the position of the superintendent of·schools.
He hires employees and spends tax money and must know about
government and tax structure . He is a salesman nd must know
public speaking and so forth . He is dealing with human beings
because the people who participate in this course are, natur?lly ! all human beings; and ne certainly should have some trainin9 in sociology; and we have emphasis on sociology all througn
this curriculum .
CLARK vhat specific differences are there between this
?nd the_physical education program? There are sixteen courses
in physical education listed . How many do you need now for
physical education?
SEIDLER This isn rt really a fair question. You see,
courses which have a physical education prefix may not necessarily be physical education courses .
CLARK

Then what do you call them?

it . S~IDLER This is the prefix for our d 7partment, ~hether
~sin health education or safety education or physical edu~~tion . _For example , Physical Education 103 woul? be 1 entitled
h ecreation Leadership" or "Principles of Recreation . 1
e are
t~mpered somewhat by the administrative requirement t~at all
e courses in this department have a physical education prefix .
TRAVELSTEAD I just want to add to the point that this does
~~t iead to teaching certification . This was debated in our
Tn~~ ty . It is for the purpose that Dr . Seidle: has described .
e are not included here some of the professional education

,

r::
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'
e progr s or p rts of programs necessary
·s vould not entitle a person to be certiduc ion in ew ,\exico.

courses n som
for certific tion .
fied to te ch phys· c
p

F

Jhat sciences

u e

e

t do you mean by the natural sciences?
in that?

sis some ing we took right from the catalogue .
geology, m em tics, chemistry, physics, biology,
l f one out ,
m not sure.
Are

T

ny other questions?

s ·ntended for this to include both the
sci nces .
n the question of mathematics
due tion we have combined these re-

T

physical nd
in there, in
quirements.
PTT
pology, nd
ence?

e e

re you e ning then to exclude sociology, anthroome economics? Is anthropology an unnatural sci-

V LT

University
t
we nad in mind.

olds y with the term as used in this
p ysic land biological sciences are what

hi
s t e time to debate this and I don't
I don'
n
care to def en or op ose it, but the College of Arts and Sci~nc~s tre ts psyc o o y
little different from the way we treat
lt 1.n educ tion.
e do not llov psychology to count in genera! educ tion s
sci nee nd in the College of Arts and
Sciences I believe hey do.
FOP

you requir
T

Y
sn' i true that in the
educ ·on 1 psychology?
LT

in science or
in education.
PO

ollege of Education

due t·on l sychology is not a requirement
ics
It is the first professional course
first step in our professional sequence .
re th re

ny other questions.

estion.
inf vor of the motion indicate by saying
T e " yes 11 have it .
wo I
ve been s ed tom ke this announcement .
rs . Vernon
inUld_like me tom ke this announcement . The deadline for buy4.4 tickets to the culty dinner dance has been extended to
at ~hlednesd y, ecember 10th . These tickets are available
e c shier's indo • There is one other announcement I
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would like to make, or perhaps two, if we have just a moment.
You may have read in the paper that the Regents approved
a new policy concerning sabbatical leave, the important parts of
which had to do with the finances involved. In the future,
New policy
starting with next year, a sabbatical leave will be based upfor
on full pay for one semester off and two-thirds pay for the
sabbatical
whole year, which is an improvement over the other system.
leave
This, however, is not retroactive. It might have been in the
paper because the paper representative was present at the meeting held a week or so ago.
North
The other announcement has to do with a survey,and I hesiCentral
Assn
tate to make this announcement. Ve have had some practice runs
Survey
on the North Central Association survey in the Nelson Report
last year and the Neale Report a number of years ago. But this
year we are going to have a real survey by the North Central
As~ociation, the first survey we have had since 1921 when the
Un 7versity was accredited by that group. The institution is
be~ng :eviewed this year along with several other institutions,
w~ich is in line with the policy of the North Central Association to review all institutions within a span of two or three
years . A steering committee has been appointed in line with
the recommendations of the North Central Association and this
committee will be announced a little bit later; but, in any
eve~t, this is the year for the survey which involves accreditation . Faculty members, after the committee has been announced,
~ay get in touch with the committee to find out anything in which
hey are interested.

Are there any other announcements?
1

EMBER

MB

BER

POPEJOY
carried .

I move we adjourn.
Second.
All in favor say "aye. 11

Opposed?

The motion is

Adjournment, 5:25 p.m.

Respectfully su

John N. Durrie,
Secretary of the Faculty.
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PROPOSED FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES OF THE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH COMMITTEE
The University Research Committee shall consist of eleven members of
t he faculty, one of whom shall be the Dean of the Graduate School, a second

to be the Director of Research, and the others to be nominated by the Policy
Committee and approved by the general faculty. Of the nine to be nominated,
at least o~shall be selected from each of the following areas: PhZsical
Sciences (Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics, Physics); Life SciencesBiology,
Home Economics, Nursing, Pharmacy, Psychology); Socia'f"sciences (Anthropology,
Business Administration, Economics, Geography, Government, History, Law,
Sociology); Engineering (Architecture, Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering); Education (Art Education,
Elementary Education, Library Science Education, Music Education, Physical
Education, School Administration, Secondary Education); and Humanit ies (Art,
Dramatic Art, English, Journalism, Modern and Classical Languages, Music,
Philosophy, Speech)~ fQur of tbese nine shall be selected from faett:1:-t-y~a.d-expe.x:.ience--.l.n contrec-t researehr.'J .
.
tlt..e. ~ '-t ~ U - V
The functions and duties ofAthi,s bJmmittee shall be divided into two
categories, one concerned with contract research, the other with non-contract
research .
In the field of contract research, the committee shall be concerned with
matters of gene ral policy directly or indirectly affecting the faculty and
the University as a whole. It shall not concern itself with the administrative
problems of contract research, which are the responsibility of the Director
of Research and/or the individuals or departments immediately involved
therein . Conclusions reached by the committee in these or other policy
matters shall take the form of recommendations which shall be submitted for
review to the F-oJj cy Gemmittee of the Uni-ver&.i-t and henee-t0-'tille
administration.
.J--~ .
In the field of non-contract research, the committee shall supervise and
allocate the University Research Fund established for this purpose . The
committee shall receive requests from faculty members for grants-in-aid,
determine faculty eligibility for grants from the Fund and the amount of such
grants, and appraise the merits of proposed research projects as well as the
productivity of the grantees .
The organized agencies of research shall continue to function i ndependently .
Such agencies include the Bureau of Business Research, the Engineering
Experiment Station, the Division of Government Research, the Institute of
Meteoritics, the Division of Historical Research, and such others as may be
set up from time to time.
In accordance with normal University procedures, the Comptroller shall
be responsible for all accounting activities related to contract and noncontract research.
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November 26, 1958
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To:
From:

Mr. John N. Durrie, Secretary
Dudley Wynn

Subject:

Motion to be presented at next Faculty Meeting

At the next meeting of the General Faculty of the Universit) ,
the following motion will be presented:
That there be added a minor in dramatic art for
students in the College of Arts and Sciences, thi
minor to require a minimum of 22 hours including
15, 16, 89, 95, English 141 or 142; 3 hours to be
chosen from 29, 90, or 96; 6 additional hours
numbered above 50.
'l'his proposal has been approved by the Advisory Committee of the
College of Arts and Sciences and by the all-University Committee
on Curricula.
Action to create this new minor was initiated by the Departmen~
of English after consultation with the Department of Dramatic
Art in the College of Fine Arts .

.'
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
College of Arts and Sciences
December 9, 1958
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

Dudley Wynn /).

Subject:

Correction of Proposal under Item 5 of Agenda for Faculty
Meeting on December 9, 1958.

iJ,

Item 5 of the agenda for the Faculty meeting on Tuesday,
December 9, 1958, is headed "Proposed New Curriculum in Western
European Studies."
With the consent of the Chairman of the Curricula Committee,
I wish to incorporate into my motion the following changes:
(1)

The heading should read:

Proposed New Major in Western European Studies
(2)

The first sentence should read:

"The proposed course of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of

Arts in the College of Arts and Sciences with combined major and
minor in Western European studies is designed to provide basic
training in fundamental subjects and a choice of supplementary
courses to meet individual needs and preferences."

The purpose of these changes is to assure that this program will
be considered as a new major for the Bachelor of Arts degree and not

as a new degree •

IM:bb

--
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PROPOSED NEW €U:RRICULUM IN WESTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES
College of Arts and Sciences

~

1~~

The student would, of course, complete all the basic lower division
requirement 3 , In lieu of the ordinary major and minor requirements,
the student would take the following required courses:

36

hours

French 1, 2, 51, 52
French 101, 102, Advanced Composition and Conversation
French 105, 106. Modern French Literature
German 1, 2, 51, 52 !2!: Russian l, 2, 51, 52
HISTORY, 20 hours

1-2.
85,
145.
146.
151 .

Western Civilization
Russia
Europe 1815-1914
Europe since 1914
.American Diplomacy

Three additional hours chosen from:

· 143.
131.
135.
178.

French Revolution
English Constitutional
British Empire
Recent United States

cj/

~J~~

The prO,POse~ ~ng ~:- B~
f t ts inl\Western
European.Studies is designed to provide basic training in fundamental
subjects and a choice of supplementary courses to meet individual
needs and preferences. The emphasis of this major field of concentration would be on language study and on the social sciences, with
particular attention to the important countries of Western Europe.
Proficiency in French and a reading knowledge of either German or
Russian would be a basic requirement. Students would be expected to
use the languages as a tool in various courses given in other departments. This program would not be a departmental major, but a field
of concentration integrating studies offered by various departments.
Because of its nature, this program would perm.it no minor or minors in
the traditional sense.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES,

~
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GOVERNMENT/SOCIOLOGY, 18 hours
Government:
51. .American
141. International Politics
143. International Law
162. Recent Political Theory
169. European
Three additional hours chosen from:
Government:
121. Public Administration
168 • .American Political Theory
105. Public Opinion
Sociology:
154. Race and Culture Relations
ECONOMICS, 9 hours
51.
154.
181.

Introduction
Comparative
Foreign Trade
BASIC LOWER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS, 20 hours

English, 9 hours
Science and Mathematics, 11 hours
(The Basic Lower Division Requirements in Foreign Language and Social
Science are taken care of in the general degree requirements.)
FREE ELECTIVES, 21 hours
TOTAL 124 hours plus 4 P. E.

'
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